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The Background - In order to leverage statewide shared services and bring a customer-focused 
mindset to fruition, leadership within the State of Tennessee decided to make significant and 
meaningful changes to the state’s IT organizational model. Increased pressure due to anticipated 
budget reductions, Departmental demands for more advanced solutions, and increasing 
competition for limited technology resources inspired the massive Enterprise IT Transformation (EIT) 
initiative across the State of Tennessee,  that took place from 2015 to late 2018. The State CIO’s 
Office responded to cost and resource challenges though the adoption of IT best practices and 
consolidation, standardization of methods and practices, resource pooling, outsourcing, and use of 
shared technology systems. This was achieved through transformation of state IT to a unified IT 
delivery model that upholds uniform processes, standardized methodologies, shared assets, and 
pooled resources under a single organizational structure and vision. With the completion of EIT, 20 
Departments’ IT staff had transferred to the STS organization. 

The completed EIT project resulted in an advanced unified IT delivery model where the State's 
enterprise-wide IT organization provides all IT services, infrastructure, technical capabilities, staff, 
etc. The State of Tennessee employs approximately 38,000 staff to serve 6.72M citizens across 95 
counties. Of those 38,000 employees, approximately 1,600 of them held IT positions. The use of 
shared resources allowed STS to best serve the state’s large population, without hiring hundreds of 
new staff and duplicating costs and work efforts across the State. But this enormous organizational 
shift did not come without its own challenges. 

As one can imagine, growing an organization from 350 IT staff to approximately 1,300 resulted in a 
melting-pot of many different professional cultures, values and work ethics. In 2019, the State CIO’s 
office recognized work was required to rebrand STS, and unify its organizational culture and guiding 
principles. 

 

 

 

The State of Tennessee’s enterprise IT staff consolidation project allowed the pooling of resources 
and accomplishment of more work with less people than was previously required across all 
Departments. The central IT organization, Strategic Technology Solutions (STS), grew from 
approximately 350 IT staff to over 1,300 in a short period of two and a half years. This centralized 
model has provided many benefits for the State, and also a few initial challenges due to the melting-
pot of IT professionals brought together – particularly in the areas of organizational culture, 
professional values, and guiding principles.  In 2019, the creation of the STS Guiding Principles                  
served as one solution to these challenges. 
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The Planning – When an organization is as large as STS, consistency is vital. To ensure consistency 
in planning, all members of the STS Leadership Team were required to attend an off-site strategic 
retreat in early 2019. At this retreat, leaders discussed Governor Lee’s five priorities in detail, 
operational IT goals/objectives, and developed strategic goals. This work resulted in defining the 
collective set of eight strategic goals (figure 1.0) and the guiding principles that would be the catalyst 
for STS’s new culture. 
 

 
Figure 1.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Workforce Development was one of the 2019 STS Strategic Initiatives, and a subgroup was 
dedicating seeing the initiative to fruition - STS Workforce Development Team. The CIO’s charge to the 
team was to implement new processes and procedures at STS that would attract and retain a viable 
IT workforce within the competitive IT industry, while also further developing a like-minded culture 
for a large customer-service organization. 
 
Workforce development has always been a major goal for the public sector organizations that 
compete to recruit and retain top talent against their highly competitive private sector counterparts. 
This is particularly a challenge in the State’s capitol city of Nashville, Tennessee. Nashville is a 
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technology job hub that in recent years boasted a 2.7% metropolitan unemployment rate (Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, 2018). Knowing this, the STS Workforce Development Team set off to accomplish 
several lofty goals: a rebranded organizational culture, a professional certification recognition 
program; a standardized cross training program; and improved recruiting and retention practices 
that better utilize internships, fellowships, and college pipelines. The team understood that defining 
guiding principles would play a key role in superior employee performance in a fast-paced, 
customer-facing environment like information technology.  
 
The Implementation - The STS Workforce Development Team completed several accomplishments 
that have allowed STS to better recruit and retain the future IT workforce in the State of Tennessee. 
The team’s accomplishments included the development of the “secret sauce recipe” that has made 
our state’s highly centralized organization so successful, the STS Guiding Principles, which are listed 
below along with demonstrative behavior examples  (figure 1.1). 

Figure 1.1

 
 
Partnering with the STS leadership Team and deciding upon the Guiding Principles was the relatively 
easy part -- but getting all STS embrace and demonstrate the principles in everyday practice was the 
next challenge. The team decided to leverage the state’s existing Performance Management Program 
in this effort. The state’s Performance Management Program is based on the Tennessee Excellence, 
Accountability, and Management Act that provides performance standards and expected work outcomes 
that are Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time sensitive (SMART goals). The purpose of the 
program is to nurture a performance-based culture where the individual employee’s performance is 
aligned with the administration’s objectives.  
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To this end and with approval from our Department’s HR team, all STS employee’s Individual 
Performance Plans were written in alignment with the eight 2019 STS strategic initiatives, including a 
work outcome statement (figure 1.2) that encouraged employees to both learn and uphold the STS 
Guiding Principles themselves by attending team workshops, and to also recognize instances where 
team members demonstrated them as well. This program has been crucial to employees embracing 
the customer-service culture throughout late 2018 - present day.  

Figure 1.2 

 
 
The above 2019 work outcome statement required STS employees to attend at least three team-
centered workshops on the STS Guiding Principles. The workshop course was created by the STS 
Workforce Development Team, in order to assure consistency across the entire organization, no 
matter which supervisor was hosting the workshop. The workshop outline is displayed in figure 1.3. 

Figure 1.3 
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The work outcome statement also referenced a program that was developed by the STS Workforce 
Development Team to allow STS employees to provide peer feedback and recognition for coworkers 
who best demonstrated the new STS Guiding Principles. These nominations were made possible 
through an embedded Formstack Survey that was customized for STS (figure 1.4). Nominations 
received through this form go directly to the CIO’s office for review and consistent distribution 
(figure 1.5) via the STS internal TeamTN website (https://www.teamtn.gov/sts/sts-employee-
engagement/employee-engagement/sts-guiding-principles.html).  

Figure 1.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.5 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.teamtn.gov/sts/sts-employee-engagement/employee-engagement/sts-guiding-principles.html
https://www.teamtn.gov/sts/sts-employee-engagement/employee-engagement/sts-guiding-principles.html
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The Impact - The STS Guiding Principles program has been crucial in STS embracing a culture of 
customer service. While building and enhancing organizational culture is an ongoing endeavor, STS 
has realized improved customer service satisfaction scores improving from an average of 3.0 in 2018 
to 4.06 in 2019 overall (on a 5 point scale). Additionally, Since January 2019 a total of 339 employees 
have been recognized for demonstrating behaviors associated with the STS Guiding principles. The 
Guiding Principles nomination page on TeamTN/STS has received over 1,850 unique visitors. These 
metrics suggest that STS employees have been empowered to recognize and upholding the Guiding 
Principles. This has resulted in increased employee satisfaction, as well as improved customer 
service 
 
Additional Accomplishments - The Workforce Development team also achieved many other 
accomplishments from 2019-2020. Examples are:  

- Designed and Implemented an IT Certification Recognition Program 
o In November 2019 DOHR policy was changed to recognize many of the nationally 

recognized IT certifications. DOHR modified Policy 12-031, Nationally Recognized 
Professional Certifications, to include a number of information technology (IT) 
certifications. The policy took effect January 1, 2020. As a result, the state can 
recognize and compensate employees who have completed one of those programs, 
regardless of the department in which the employee works.  

o Acquired approval to provide recognition, including a pay increase, for individuals 
who obtain any one of 19 pre-determined IT certifications. 6 employees who 
received a salary increase as a result of this IT Certifications Recognition Program 
being revised in January 2020, and an estimated 15-20 more will pursue an increase 
by the end of 2020 
 

- Redesigned and implemented an STS New Hire Onboarding program 
 

- Increased participation in both local and regional career fairs  
 

- Enhanced STS social media presence on LinkedIN, Facebook, & Twitter 
 

-  

 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tn-dept-of-finance-

https://www.tn.gov/humanservices
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tn-dept-of-finance-and-administration/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tn-dept-of-finance-and-administration/

